
 

Jenny McCarthy Quotes in Television and Print 
Interviews, from 2007 - 2012 

 
 

September 26, 2007 - Larry King Live  
 

MCCARTHY: We're scared. I mean moms and pregnant women are coming up to me on 
the street going, I don't know what to do. I don't know what to do. And I don't know what 
to tell them, because I am surely not going to tell anyone to vaccinate. But if I 
had another child, there's no way in hell. 
 
KING: Really? 
MCCARTHY: Mm hmm. 
 
CALLER: You said if you had another child you would not vaccinate again. But 
legally I thought in the U.S. you had to vaccinate them before they went to kindergarten?  
 
MCCARTHY: It depends on which state. But there are -- are you more aware of the -- I 
don't want to give people --  
 
KING: States where you don't have to vaccinate?  
 
MCCARTHY: There are states where you can get out of the vaccinations.  
 
 

April 2, 2008 - Larry King Live  
 

KING: Probably due to you, jenny, and programs like this, the percentage of children 
getting vaccinations is dropping. Do you think that's good? 
 
MCCARTHY: I think it's only good because it's the only thing that's going to 
shake up the CDC to do something about it.  
 
“You know, my message to them from the community is this. They might have silenced 
some of our children, but they will never silence the mothers. 
 
“And you're damn right if I was pregnant and had a boy, I would be scared to 
vaccinate, too. 
 
“Well, our trust is broken. If people are listening to parents like us screaming at 
the top of our lungs this happened, of course, they're going to be scared 
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“...I'm not the only one screaming and yelling the same thing, that we vaccinated 
and something happened.  
 
“My son died in front of me due to a vaccine injury. And there are many -- every 
week I get a picture of a dead child.  
 
“Evan died in front of me for two minutes, cardiac arrest. Every week, I get a picture 
sent to me of a child that died following a vaccination.  
 
“Give me Mumps and Measles. I'll take that way over autism any day. In a heart 
beat. In a heartbeat I'll take it. You know how many parents would?  
 
“Let me just shift for a second because I want to get this out. Let's go on to 
ingredients, you guys. Ingredients, Mercury, Aluminum, antifreeze.”  
 
 

April 1, 2009 - Time  
 
“I do believe sadly it's going to take some diseases coming back to realize that 
we need to change and develop vaccines that are safe. If the vaccine 
companies are not listening to us, it's their f___ing fault that the diseases are 
coming back. They're making a product that's s___.  
 
“If you ask a parent of an autistic child if they want the measles or the autism, 
we will stand in line for the f___ing measles. 
 
“We don't believe it's only the mercury. Aluminum and other toxins also play a 
role. The viruses in the vaccines themselves can be causing it, too.” 
 
 

April 3, 2009 - Larry King Live 
 

KING: Isn't the problem here, Jenny, that people sometimes listen with one ear are going 
to panic. And not vaccine at all? 
 
MCCARTHY: Probably. But guess what? It's not my fault. The reason why they're not 
vaccinating is because the vaccines are not safe. Make a better product and then 
parents will vaccinate. 
 
CARREY: We're not the problem. The problem is the problem. 
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Jan 8, 2010 - Frontline  
 
“We firmly believe the cause of the epidemic of autism is due to a vaccine injury 
and/or other environmental exposures -- pesticides also. But what on this earth we all 
kind of share the most is vaccines. 
 
“To someone who doesn't know bad autism is, [it's] a child that's screaming, tantrums, 
smearing poop on the wall, up all night, never being able to be touched by Mom. 
 
“The responsibility I feel being the head of Generation Rescue and the face and 
the activist for autism, I feel like I need to continue to educate moms on how to 
prevent autism, which we believe is taking into account your family history, educating 
them on vaccines, which ones might be really smart to do if you're going to travel, which 
ones might be really smart to wait until they're 11, like a hepatitis B shot; also, going 
around the country, which I do every year and speak to thousands of moms about how to 
heal autism. So my purpose, I feel, is just a constant educator to parents on how to heal 
and prevent autism. 
 
“If you ask 99.9 percent of parents who have children with autism if we'd rather 
have the measles versus autism, we'd sign up for the measles. 
 
“Obviously, if polio came back with a vengeance, I think the unvaccinated 
children should get a polio vaccine. But until then, I don't see the harm in skipping 
maybe a chicken pox or delaying hepatitis B. Or parents, like I said, who have 
children with autism might take their chances on the measles after witnessing 
their children regress with autism.” 
 
 

February 5, 2010 - “A Statement from Jenny McCarthy & Jim Carrey: 
Andrew Wakefield, Scientific Censorship, and Fourteen Monkeys” 

(warning: quack science anti-vaccine site) 

“It is our most sincere belief that Dr. Wakefield and parents of children with autism 
around the world are being subjected to a remarkable media campaign engineered by 
vaccine manufacturers reporting on the retraction of a paper published in The Lancet in 
1998 by Dr. Wakefield and his colleagues.  

“Having denied the possibility of the vaccine-autism connection for so long 
while profiting immensely from a recent boom in vaccine sales around the 
world, it’s no surprise that they would seek to repress this important work.” 
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March 9, 2010 - Huffington Post 

“It's hard to address one without the other because so many of the parents of 
recovered children I know, myself included, blame vaccines for their child's 
regression into autism and use vaccine injury as the roadmap to treat their 
child. 

“With so many kids with autism, the environment has to be to blame, and 
vaccines are an obvious culprit. Almost all kids get vaccines -- injected toxins -- 
very early in life, and our own government clearly acknowledges vaccines 
cause brain damage in certain vulnerable kids. 

“Take those simple facts, along with tens of thousands of parental reports of 
regression after vaccination, not to mention a growing list of court cases where our 
government paid claims to children with autism acknowledging vaccines as the trigger, 
and the case we Moms are making makes sense…” 

 

April 28, 2010 - Age of Autism, McCarthy’s Response to the Frontline 
Piece She is Featured In 

(warning: quack science anti-vaccine site) 

“All drugs have side-effects, particularly if many are given at one time. Why should 
vaccines be any different? 

“The Frontline viewer heard nothing about the more than 1,000 reported deaths 
from vaccination or the nearly $2 billion paid by the US government to vaccine 
injury victims.  1

“If the risk of vaccinating is really a 1 in 100 chance of a child getting autism, what will 
happen to the vaccine program?” 

 

January 10, 2011 - Huffington Post 

“I know children regress after vaccination because it happened to my own 
son.” 

 

April 2, 2012 - Huffington Post 
 

“We have been sounding the alarm bells for years to this glaring epidemic. 

1 In 26 years of the VICP, 1134 cases have been petitioned. See notes below for more information. 
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“All that these new numbers indicate is the fact that we are continuing to lose 
children at an alarmingly rapid pace.  

“We can either continue to collectively stand on the sidelines and debate what is causing 
autism and if it is an epidemic or we can get on the field and start addressing the real 
problem -- a generation of children with autism. We are not focusing enough on 
prevention, treatments and support services. 

“As we continue to lose yet another generation of our children, families will continue 
to struggle and power on.  

“Please take action today by supporting a family in your community and urge others to 
learn more about autism at www.generationrescue.org.” 

 

 

 

Some notes from LAM: 

In addition to the often ableist and solely-negative remarks Jenny makes about autism, 
as well as her lack of awareness of adult autistics in the world, she spews falsehoods 
about any autism - vaccine connection. She continually paints a nightmare image of 
anything regarding autism and anyone on the spectrum, all to build upon a fear that 
autism is a big bad monster and it will get your child next. The point of this terror 
campaign is to dissuade parents from vaccinating their children, and to hype her book 
sales and product endorsements as she touts to “recover” your child from autism.  

I’m not saying Jenny McCarthy is a liar. I think she actually believes the lies she tells. I’m 
also not saying she is using her son or her position solely to make a profit, I am saying 
however, she is making money from all this. We have to keep this in mind, say when 
Jenny reminds us that vaccine corporations stand to lose money when less people use 
their vaccines. 

Read her own words. Jenny McCarthy would prefer measles to autism. She describes 
those on the spectrum as a “generation lost” and “silenced.” She claims countless 
numbers of kids who “died” after getting vaccinated. She repeatedly states that vaccines 
injured her child and gave him autism, as they did to “tens of thousands” of others. If she 
had another child, she would not vaccinate that child. On the Generation Rescue site, 
the organization she is President of and which she mentions frequently, happens to have 
this handy map: Exemption Laws By State. 

 

But let’s all just accept that Jenny McCarthy is NOT anti-vaccine... 
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Those scary numbers Jenny McCarthy likes to parade around, about 

deaths from vaccines and the millions the government is paying out for 

them? 
 

Here are the facts. 

 

From 2006 to 2012, 1, 968,399,297 vaccines were distributed and a total of 1328 cases 

were compensated for by the courts. That is to say, 0.000067% of vaccines distributed in 

a 6-year period were found to cause injury and were compensated. Injury does not mean 

autism. Vaccines do come with a risk, as we all know. The risks greatly outweigh the 

consequences of diseases from not being vaccinated. This figure alone helps to highlight 

that fact, despite Jenny McCarthy’s use of it to scare parents into thinking the 

government is paying off parents to keep quiet when a vaccine gives their kid autism.  

 

From October 1, 1988 to April 2, 2014, 1134 death and 13,992 injury claims were made 

to the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP). Of those 15,126 claims, 64% were 

dismissed. In almost 26 years , only 3,562 cases have been compensated. That is not to 2

belittle those individual cases where death or injury resulted from a vaccine, it is to prove 

how very safe our vaccination program is, and that it continues to be made safer. The 

government isn’t hiding here, as much as Jenny McCarthy and her ilk would like you to 

believe. Do the research yourselves, parents. Stop letting your emotions run wild when 

you hear their talking points on both autism and vaccines. 

 

See for yourself: HRSA Vaccine Compensation Statistics 

 

 

 

“Correlation does not imply causation.” 

 

2 Awaiting word from CDC for number of vaccine doses distributed in that same 25 year, 6 month 
period to further clarify the safety of vaccinations. This PDF will be updated with a notation as soon as 
these figures are determined. 
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